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Alfa Romeo 1900 C Sprint Pininfarina Coupé 1953 LHD Chassis N°:

AR 1900 C 01645 Engine N°: AR 1308 00966 Of this very elegant

model only 100 examples were produced, making it one of the most

sought-after Alfa Romeo classics. Initially sold new to Switzerland in

the beautiful colour of celeste betulla, the full history of this 1900 is

known, residing all her life in the hands of Swiss and German

collectors. The last German owner decided to treat his Pininfarina

Coupé to a full "nut and bolt" restoration supervised by the registrar of

the Italian Alfa Romeo 1900 Club. No corners were cut and the end-

result, illustrated by these photographs, is a concours-condition,

breathtaking beautiful, Alfa Romeo 1900 C Sprint PF Coupé. No

wonder that the first concours entered (Schloss Dyck in 2011) was

also immediately won by this elegant Alfa (1-st prize Italian GT cars).

Not only the general presentation is just TOP, also the many very well

cared-for details (period radio, Borrani wire-wheels, period twin

carburettor kit, etc. ..) put this Alfa Romeo in a very select category of

sublime classics. Very well documented (amongst which a

certification letter from Alfa Romeo Automobilismo Storico Centro

Documentazione) and with an impressive restoration file containing

hundreds of photographs and a dazzling amount of invoices, this

voluminous file just answers all the questions one could ask about the

history, originality and restoration. I didn't mention anything about

driving this 1900 on the road...? Just come and join me for a test-

drive. You will be totally convinced after only 100 meters! Top quality

for money!

Marque Alfa Romeo

Modèle 1900 C Sprint Pininfarina

Année de construction 1953
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